GETTING STARTED WITH
HYBRID EXCHANGE DEPLOYMENT
Is a hybrid Exchange deployment the right option for you?

A hybrid deployment of
Exchange On-premises
and Exchange Online
provides organisations
with a consistent look
and feel of their
email and calendar
environment, and
can serve as an
intermediate step to
moving completely to
an Exchange Online
organisation.

One of the decisions that needs to be made when moving to Office 365, is to
determine how you will move mailboxes.
Another is to decide that when all mailboxes have been migrated to Office 365
can the on-premises servers be decommissioned.
Another is to consider whether an on-premises Exchange management server is
required due to:

on-going directory synchronisation;
critical business systems or processes relying on third-parties that are not
Office 365 compatible;

messages to/from the internet having to be processed through on-premises
hosted hardware;

business requirements existing to maintain local hosting, management and IT
controlled availability.
Choosing the right approach is not an easy task.
In bluesources’ experience most companies will retain an on-premises Azure Active Directory (AD) and will require
directory synchronisation technologies (such as AADC) post the move of all mailboxes to Office 365 so the desire to
remove all legacy Exchange servers, due to the dependency on AADC, remains unlikely.
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Furthermore there may be other business reasons for keeping Exchange servers on-premises including:

Mail flow – organisations may require, for compliance or other reasons, to require that all external email (whether
inbound or outbound) flows through the onpremises infrastructure (think journaling considerations). In this instance a
resilient Exchange infrastructure to support it (among other things) will be required

Third-party integration necessary to maintain on-premsise mailboxes. This may be due to a critical accounting or HR
application that is not Office 365 compatible leading to impacted mailboxes remaining on-premises. Of course this
means that the usual support and high-availability requirements associated with maintaining an Exchange
on-premises organisation still need to be met – but, hopefully, with a smaller server foot-print

Office 365 removes the ‘headache’ of managing large Exchange server estates, but it comes at a cost as when outages
occur the organisation is reliant on Microsoft to restore the service. For some organisations this loss of control over
SLAs, for key mailboxes perhaps, leads them to maintain the ‘hybrid’ infrastructure, albeit with a smaller server
foot-print, for the foreseeable future

Recovery
For other organisations, maintaining hybrid connectivity becomes part of their recovery and resiliency strategy. If, for
whatever reason, the organsiation needs to exit the cloud, having the ‘bridge’ back that hybrid provides to on-premises
means a local Exchange infrastructure can be quickly spun-up and mailboxes transitioned across.
bluesource can provide leadership and assistance in recognising what is the most appropriate strategy for individual
customers for the short, medium or long term.

Why bluesource
bluesource has assisted many organisations, across different verticals to transition to a digital workspace. This includes
moving tens of thousands of mailboxes between different versions of Exchange and to cloud services such as Office 365.
We have consequently faced most of the challenges organisations will meet in determining not only the optimal
migration path but also how best to manage the post-transition phase when deciding whether to maintain a hybrid
configuration, the role of the management server and the dependencies on AADC and how best to reduce the server
footprint and where it makes the most sense to host it, either Azure subscription or on-premises. bluesource
understands organisations’ compliance needs and can bring this experience to bear in planning how to integrate
Exchange Online, Exchange on-premises and Exchange hybrid into their individual compliance framework.
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